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BIG UPS &
BACKHANDS

K AIMIN CARTOON

The Kaimin’s take on this week’s winners and losers. Have a
big up or backhand to contribute? Tweet us at
@montanakaimin!

Big Ups to the Cubs for giving fans across
the nation a sort of legitimate excuse
to call in sick to work on Thursday.
Backhands to the Kaimin’s printer
for forcing us to print before election
results are in. We’re missing out on some
prime political jokes here
Backhands to the new president.
Shoulda stayed home.
Big Ups to turkeys this
month. Please know your
sacrifices will not be made in vain.
Big Ups ups to a three-day
week, perhaps the best thing to
come out of this election.

Week of 11/7/16 - 11/13/16

Tiny Hands to Trump.
illustration by Leann Skach

ON THE COVER

KIOSK

illustration by Rene Sanchez

FOR SALE

A Reynolds 1950 Trumpet (serial #16903), Case and 3
cup mutes. Trumpet is close to new condition according
to Morgenroth Music, no indication that it was ever used.
Needs polished. Cups usable but not pretty. Case is in good
condition. Beautiful velvet lining. Price $1600.00 Firm. Call
406-549-3921 or email raoke@aol.com
Going our of business sale. Hookahs, tapestry posters and the
works. Come get it while it last! Last day November 13. 1918
Brooks Street, Holiday Village Shopping Center. 543-5627
3-Marketeers Thrift Store, 910 S. 3rd St., Open Saturdays
9-5. We are bringing in lots of Christmas items to add to
our antiques: Brand new paintball guns and equipment,
snowboard, cross-country skis, furniture, books, records,
movies, art, hand and power tools, toys, swords, knives,
purses, clothes, camo gear, camping supplies, fishing
accessories, bikes, blankets, coins, water massage table,
stereos, lamps, china, crystal, silverware, pots and pans,
collectables, African baskets and masks, and much more!

HELP WANTED
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Answer to Last Week's Sudoku

Green Hanger Laundry & Cleaners Hi, we’re glad you’re
reading this. Part-time customer service position in a
friendly, positive, and fast-paced environment. Must have an
outgoing personality and interact positively with customers
to ensure an enjoyable experience. We help customers in the
laundromat and attend to customers dropping off orders. We
do laundry, press garments, and clean the store thoroughly.
We are busy, work hard, and are on our feet moving. Cleancut appearance required. Part time hours 15-25 per week.
Copyright 2016 by The Puzzle Syndicate
Must be able to work evenings (3-10 p.m.) and weekends.
Starting wages $11.25/hour. Pre-employment and random
drug screening. Applicant with solid, recent employment
preferred. Please apply IN PERSON at the Green Hanger, 146
Woodford Street. Thank You.
NEWSROOM
Multimedia Editors News Reporters

  

SERVICES

I Buy Imports < Subaru < Toyota-Japanese/German Cars &
Trucks. Nice, ugly, running or not 327-0300
Piano lessons all styles call Jim at 406-721-8947

MISCELLANEOUS

HOLIDAY MARKET Fri. & Sat. Nov. 11 & 12 at Holy Spirit
Episcopal Church130 S 6th E. 9-4 Fri. & 9-1 Sat. Vintage,
jewelry, crafts, antiques, art, gifts for everyone on your list.
Not your grandma’s church bazaar!
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The Weekly Crossword
Illustration by Leann Skach

K AIMIN EDITORIAL

Stop treating politicians like celebrities
By Editorial staff editor@montanakaimin.com

In the post-Reagan years, a remarkable shift has occurred in how we view politics. As connectivity has increased, we have come to examine our political sphere through a different lens — a
cultural one.
In doing so, we have come to treat our politicians, specifically presidential candidates, less as
government officials and more as quasi-celebrities who also make major policy decisions. The
(thankfully) complete election cycle saw us interacting with politicians with a fervor one would
expect from a 12-year-old Twenty One Pilots fan.
All candidates were treated this way. Bernie Sanders rallies felt more like concerts than political gatherings. Donald Trump’s supporters could be more accurately described as a “fan base.”
Hillary Clinton became a cultural icon among liberal feminists. All of them saw their likeness on
more than their fair share of novelty T-shirts.
News outlets have contributed to this. 2016 proved that we were just as likely to see listicles
about Obama’s wardrobe choices as his policy decisions. Late night programming and news talk
shows are now indistinguishable, as Americans expect salient commentary from both Seth Meyers and Wolf Blitzer.
We have turned elections, and by extension the entire political realm, into events that we treat
the same as any other pop culture event. And it’s ruining politics.
We increasingly expect more from our politicians. We encourage and applaud cutting remarks
at the expense of their opponents. We demand that they are likable, that they are the type of
person we could spend $10,000 to watch “Hamilton” with or who “says it like it is” with wanton
disregard for so-called political correctness. Personability is now just as much of a commodity as
agreeable policy.
But when we treat our politicians like stars — when we allow them to host “Saturday Night
Live” or guest star on “Broad City” — we force a connection with them that erodes our ability to
hold them accountable. We prioritize that which is easily digestible, allowing the cult of personality surrounding those in power to supersede the decisions they make that affect our livelihoods.
Enamored with the suave perfection of the Obama family, we can more easily forget some of his
more unscrupulous actions throughout his eight years as commander in chief.
The politician-as-celebrity transformation is what gave us Donald Trump, and what allowed
him to get so far. His brash, anti-establishment attitude appealed to those who believe that Bill
O’Reilly would make a decent president.
We enabled a celebrity billionaire to think that he had enough political savvy to run an entire
country because of our thirst for the dramatic, and then clamored for sassy clapback from his opponent. We are content to let the narrative surrounding politicians paint them as one-dimensional
— renegade businessman, socialist underdog, no-bullshit feminist trailblazer — for maximum
digestibility. In doing so we forego our ability to critically analyze their policy decisions, and trivialize the magnitude of policy-making.
Our leaders in Washington should not be the subject of fashion op-eds, nor should they be
part-time comedians. It is the job of media to hold those in power accountable. When we allow
the line between the ruling class and popular culture to blur, we lose our ability to do so. We are
increasingly allowing real, pressing issues to become commodities. By not forcing a distinction,
we are failing to remain sharp in a time when critical thinking is of utmost importance. •
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10 Crack, in a way
14 Foreign
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fairway
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cutting
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23 Surrender, as
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25 Done for
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or symbol
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enforcement
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find
"Of course,"
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52 Change, as a
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OPINION
K AIMIN COLUMN

Periods don’t have to pollute

Ladies, it is time we admit it — our periods are taking a huge toll on the planet.
From the disposable nature of most of the
widely purchased feminine hygiene products down to the plastic they’re packaged
in, waste from these goods has a significant impact on the environment.
In North America alone, it is estimated
that about 20 billion pads, tampons and
applicators are being packed into landfills annually. This means that each of the
73 million people menstruating in North
America will throw away 16,800 disposable pads or tampons in their lifetime. In
addition, the materials used consume a
significant amount of resources, and are
often the slowest paper or cotton product
to degrade in landfills. Most women will
be dead and gone before their used tampons have fully broken down.
But there is a much more biologically
friendly and sustainable option for menstruation that many women simply don’t
know about: menstrual cups. The Di-

vaCup, the best-selling menstrual cup in
North America, is a small surgical-grade
silicone cup that is as effective as any other feminine hygiene product on the market.
Sara Odenthal, a student at UM, said
she first started using the DivaCup about
a year ago. Odenthal, like many women,
was surprised to learn how many chemicals were present in disposable feminine
hygiene products.
Most tampons and pads contain dioxin,
a chemical byproduct of the commercial
bleaching process. Dioxin has been linked
to cancer and, tentatively, to endometriosis. Other chemicals found in tampons
and pads include aluminum, alcohols, fragrance additives and hydrocarbons.
“It’s also economical because it’s only
30 to 35 dollars to buy it initially, and then
you just clean to keep using it,” Odenthal
said. “You don’t have to spend 10 or 20
dollars a month on tampons, and you only

have to empty it two times a day.”
There’s a large amount of secrecy surrounding our periods and how we deal
with them. Most girls, upon having their
first period, were simply handed a box
of pads or tampons. For many, we were
taught that our menstrual cycles are
gross, and we internalized that belief and
feel shame toward it. It’s often taboo to
talk about menstruation in public spaces
and even in private. The disposable feminine product industry uses this silence to
their advantage, knowing that most of us
will simply use the products because they
are quick, easy and impersonal.
Caroline Allen, a senior at UM, said, “I
never knew my vagina better until I started using the DivaCup. I was shocked to
learn how unfamiliar I was with the inside of my vagina and my cervix. Putting
the DivaCup in and having to feel around
to get it into place was a super beneficial
experience for me to get to know that part

of my body better.”
Allen first became familiar with menstrual cups her freshman year when reading the book “Cunt.” She was attracted to
the intimacy the DivaCup could provide
both her period and her body.
Menstrual cups like the DivaCup are
more economically efficient, environmentally friendly and safer to use. Yet, because
of the stigma surrounding our periods,
many women don’t even know they exist.
There is no reason to continue to use
disposable hygiene products when this alternative is in place. If you want to reduce
the affect we have on this planet, switch to
DivaCup — and tell your friends. •

Darian Dovgan is a Kaimin opinion
columnist. Email her at
darian.dovgan@umontana.edu

K AIMIN COLUMN

Sports are the greatest drama of all time
Rajai Davis may have been the last
man Cleveland Indian fans hoped would
extend their season. Down 6-4 in the bottom of the eighth and already down in the
count 0-2 to baseball’s hardest-throwing
closer, many people already counted Davis out.
He choked up on the bat like a little
leaguer and flicked his wrists at a fastball.
It hooked to the left and carried over the
tall left-field wall. The stadium went into
a frenzy.
Davis’ game-tying home run in Game
7 of the World Series was the pinnacle of
why people love sports — for the drama.
Although the Indians lost in extra innings,
Davis prolonged Cleveland’s season and
gave them a chance to win.
Disciples of baseball recognize Davis’
flick of the wrists against baseball’s hardest-throwing pitcher as just short of a miracle. It wasn’t pretty, and it was far from
fundamental. But the swing was beautiful
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to Clevelanders because of the story behind it.
A swing like Davis’ could have happened to anybody during any of the 200
games the Indians played that year. He
gained instant immortality.
Stories like this one — the best sports
stories — aren’t about sports. Davis’ home
run carried more weight than any Emmy-winning TV series.
People who don’t understand sports
fail to understand what makes a game
great, which is understandable. Viewers
can easily get bogged down with rules or
how the game is supposed to be played.
They look at the small picture. The big picture — the background, storylines, implications, expectations — come from simply
following the sport, regardless of whether
you know what’s going on.
Major League Baseball teams play 162
regular season games a year. Little has
changed since the sport’s creation, yet

people who don’t understand sports try to
identify the uniqueness in a certain pitch
or why a runner stole a base. They become
confused with the game’s odd consistency.
Cleveland Indian and Chicago Cub
fans didn’t spend $1,200 on a ticket to see
an average game. They did it to be part of
the drama, the heart of what makes sports
addictive.
Davis’ home run was ultimately ineffectual. The Indians lost, and the Cleveland faithful buried their faces as the
Cubs celebrated on their own field. Grown
men and women cried.
On the other side, the Cubs had all
but won the Series when Davis came up
to bat in the eighth. Manager Joe Maddon
brought in Aroldis Chapman, the Cubs’
dagger. It was an unprecedented move.
And when Chapman was slain, the Cubs
needed another answer.
In a decision straight out of a sports

flick, they resorted to a man who never
saved a game in his major league career,
their own underdog. Mike Montgomery
pitched one out, but earned the on-field
celebration of a World Series victory.
Sports can force people to do things
they consider to be outside of their own
ability. It’s the greatest, longest-running
drama of all time. Humans overcome
doubts and physical ability to conquer the
unconquerable and impact thousands of
people.
The essence of sports is drama, and the
offshoots, storylines, spin offs, tragedy
and devastation are larger pieces that cement a sport’s popularity. •

Nick Puckett is a Kaimin opinion
columnist. Email him at
nicholas.puckett@umontana.edu

NEWS

Curry makes student sleep difficulties a priority
By Kasey Bubnash
kasey.bubnash@umontana.edu

For University of Montana sophomore
Mia Tompkins, sleep hasn’t always come
naturally. Tompkins, 19, has spent many
long nights lying awake, with racing
thoughts and restless legs. Even after hours
of working out, several sleepless nights in
a row and days spent studying, Tompkins
still struggles to force her brain to shut off
and go to sleep — and it’s not just her.
Seventy percent of all UM students who
visited Curry Health Center Counseling
last year listed sleep as an issue while completing their intake paperwork. This makes
sleep the third most reported problem for
UM students, following depression and
anxiety.
While only 6 percent of all UM students
reported having been diagnosed with insomnia, 33 percent reported having had
traumatic or difficult-to-handle sleep issues
within the last year, according to the Spring
2016 American College Health Association
National College Health Assessment of UM.
For Tompkins, her lifelong sleep difficulties worsened when she started college as a
Division I soccer player in Ohio.
“There was a lot of pressure to show up
to practice and perform well every day,”
Tompkins said. “So I would think, ‘You need
to get a super good night’s rest so you can
show up ready and strong.’ Then it becomes
a cycle where I can’t sleep and get stressed
about how much sleep I’m losing. I just lie
there and think, ‘You’ll be so tired tomorrow. You won’t even be able to function.’”
For a while, Tompkins said taking tablets
of melatonin, a hormone that occurs naturally in the body, helped her get to sleep.
But eventually, one pill before bed became
four, and at some point, even that stopped
working. Tompkins said she never considered seeing a counselor or being prescribed
sleeping pills.
“I feel weird about taking drugs for
something that should come naturally,”
Tompkins said.
Now, Tompkins uses a series of natural
solutions when she can’t seem to fall asleep,
including stretching before bed, journaling
about her stressors and exercising early in
the day rather than in the evening. Tompkins also avoids doing homework in her
bed.
“That’s something I learned in high
school,” Tompkins said. “I need to have my
bed be a place for sleeping and nothing else.
So when I get in, my brain thinks, ‘Oh this
is the place for sleep, and that’s all we do
here.’”
Montana State University junior Taylor
Koth has similar problems getting to sleep.

By Kasey Bubnash
kasey.bubnash@umontana.edu

Oct. 21
Prowling pumpkin pillager

A tenant in a University Villages Sisson
apartment called UMPD because she was
worried about a “possible prowler” outside.
The caller said she could see a dark shadow
outside her door and heard someone turning the handle. Her pumpkins were also
smashed. UMPD did an extra patrol.

Oct. 22
The RA who cried spliff

A resident assistant in Jesse Hall found a
bag of marijuana that was dropped by a student on the ground next to the lobby’s front
desk. UMPD confiscated the bag, which was
actually filled with tobacco.
David Rollins / @dafidrollins

Koth, 21, said he struggles to sleep at
least two to three times a week, with some
weeks being better than others. But Koth
also doesn’t care for the idea of becoming
dependent on medication for sleep.
For Koth, the solution is typically regular exercise and background noise, usually
YouTube videos. What doesn't work, Koth
said, is simply lying down and closing his
eyes.
Many of these students’ self-learned
solutions are similar to those listed by professionals like Assistant Coordinator of
Curry Behavioral Health Options Jessie McCafferty.
McCafferty said the Curry staff, from
both counseling and medical, attended a
two-day training on sleep disturbances in
October that was put on by the Center for
Deployment Psychology.
“Students can get assistance with sleep
no matter what door they come to: counseling, medical and wellness,” McCafferty
said.
Because poor sleep is usually a symptom of being overwhelmed, stressed or depressed, it’s important for students to find
the root of their sleep difficulties before
they can be resolved.
McCafferty said factors can range from
stressors that result in repetitive thoughts at
night to a student having a roommate that
disrupts his or her sleep cycle.
“Often students’ schedules change day
to day, and while it feels great to sleep in
on the weekends, that too can interrupt our
sleep schedule during the rest of the week,”
McCafferty said. “Another factor that can
interrupt sleep is what we put in our bodies

— sugar, alcohol, marijuana, caffeine, etc.”
McCafferty said having a nighttime routine — brushing your teeth and washing
your face, for example — sends a message to
the body that it’s time to go to sleep, as does
associating the bedroom with sleep and
only sleep. Netflix and homework should be
done in another room.
If a student experiences sleep dissatisfaction for at least three nights per week for
more than three months, McCafferty said
those are some of the specific criteria for insomnia. Not every student with sleep-related issues has insomnia.
“The idea here is that insomnia occurs
when there are adequate opportunities for
sleep, but the ability to sleep is compromised,” McCafferty said, adding that a person struggling to sleep at any level is affected negatively in daily life.
Ninety percent of UM students said
they had a problem with sleepiness during
daytime activities in the past seven days,
according to the NCHA, while 21.5 percent
said sleep had affected their academic performances in the last year.
In an effort to battle this campus-wide
struggle, Counseling Director Mike Frost
said Curry staff are in the planning processes of creating a sleep clinic or sleep task
force to help students in a more focused
way. Frost said they hope to have something
up and running by next semester.
“We want to attend more to the sleep behaviors of students because it really matters
to the skill set you need to be a student,”
Frost said. “Learning and memory are
greatly affected by sleep, so this has really
been one of our initiatives.” •

Oct. 25
Me? Too aggressive?

Two men handing out political pamphlets on campus were reportedly becoming “belligerent” and swearing at people
who refused to take the pamphlets. UMPD
found the aggressive advocates who eventually left the area.

Oct. 26
The night shift

Three men were reportedly standing
outside the Rec Center in a way that made
people uncomfortable two nights in a row.
UMPD talked to the men, who were just
custodians waiting for their shifts at the
gym to start.

Oct. 30
Trouble at home?

A caller noticed the front entrance to
Brantley Hall and the door to the President’s Room inside the building were left
wide open. The caller said the heaters in the
President’s Room were all turned on and it
looked as if someone had slept in the office
the night before. UMPD locked the doors
and turned off the heaters.

Oct. 30
Wishing you a happy Halloween

A woman said two men ran up to her
car while she was parked on campus and
aggressively knocked on her windows. The
woman said she felt threatened but the men
were speaking another language so she
couldn’t understand what they were saying.
The men were last seen walking toward the
Adams Center. •
montanakaimin.com
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Sydney MacDonald / @sydneysmacdo
The Missoula College Tech Campus is geared toward educating students to be responsive to emerging workforce needs.

Graduation, retention and how Missoula College’s success is measured
By Lucy Tompkins
lucy.tompkins@umontana.edu

After 15 years of trying to put his bachelor’s
degree in psychology to use, Bryan Davis, 51,
is back in school. This time around, instead of
memorizing Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, he
and his classmates are racing to build a house
before winter arrives. Like many Missoula College students, Davis wanted a more hands-on
education that would set him up to get a job.
“The cool thing about the trades is they’re
really setting us up to find employment immediately, whereas most of my other schooling was
setting me up for more school,” Davis said.
MC students are so successful at finding jobs
that many leave school midway through their
two-year programs. But, because state funding
is allocated based on retention, graduation rates
and enrollment, students succeeding in the
workforce could actually prove detrimental to
the college.
In 2013, 55 percent of MC’s students seeking
two-year degrees returned for a second year,
and under 4 percent graduated in two years.
These numbers, when compared to retention
and graduation rates at a four-year university,
look dismal.
But because MC serves primarily non-tradi-
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tional students who may have families or work
full time while enrolled, there has been some
discussion over whether graduation and retention rates show the full picture and whether
they should be used to determine MC’s funding.
Missoula College Associate Dean Clint
Reading said it’s a success when students find
jobs, and it should reflect well on the college,
even if they leave without a degree or certificate.
But he said finding ways to keep students from
leaving before their program ends is more important than finding a different funding model.
“A lot of the funding from the state is tied to
completion rates, and that’s why we care about
that,” Reading said. “So we’re looking at different ways to count that as a success when [students have] left previously, because we’re losing
that number.”
However, Reading said students who don’t
finish their program have gaps in their skillset,
which employers notice. This should incentivize
students to stay.
“If they leave before they’re finished, students are qualified to take that position, but
they’re still lacking some skills, and their employers see that and want those gaps filled too,”
Reading said.
MC Dean Shannon O’Brien said the school’s

retention rates are on par with the national average, and the more important issue to improve
upon is helping students identify and overcome
barriers in their lives that keep them from gaining employment. She said the current economic climate means more students are leaving
midway through their program. However, the
state’s performance-based funding model is
good because it holds schools accountable for
retaining students.
“It’s brilliant in that we don’t want to just recruit thousands of first-year students and then
not care if they drop out,” O’Brien said.
Kevin McRae, deputy commissioner for
communications and human resources for the
Office of the Commissioner of Higher Education, said the current funding model is working
well, and there has been no discussion within
the commissioner’s office around using other
metrics. He said quality academic advising,
student service, tutoring and student-centric
classroom models are the best way to improve
retention and graduation rates.
But some still dislike this model. Dennis
Daneke, director of MC’s sustainable construction technology program, said it’s unfair to evaluate MC based on graduation rates because its
mission is not comparable to that of a four-year

university.
“About half of our students, on average, go
one year,” Daneke said. “They get their certificate, and it’s enough to get an entry-level job.
And that’s what they came here for. So they’re
satisfied and they go away… And we get no
credit for them.”
MC received 100 percent of its potential state
funding this year because its graduation and retention rates are improving, and the 2015 Labor
Market Outcomes for Missoula College report
shows the college is excelling at preparing its
students for the workforce.
According to the report, employed graduates from all of MC’s programs recover the cost
of their tuition within 10 months of graduating,
and 83 percent of MC students are employed in
Montana within a year of graduating.
Daneke suggested using job placement as
a metric for evaluating the success of Missoula College because preparing students for the
workforce is the college’s mission.
However, there is value to finishing a degree,
he added.
“My mission is to not only train people but to
educate them,” Daneke said. “I can train people
in months to use a skill saw and pound nails together, but it takes two years to educate.” •

NEWS

Black Lives Matter
co-founder talks race,
interconnectedness
at DiverseU

Will McKnight / @WillMcK_Photo
Black Lives Matter co-founder and activist Patrisse Cullors gave a speech at the University Center Ballroom on Nov. 2 about how the BLM movement began. Cullors co-founded the Black Lives Matter movement with Opal Tometi
and Alicia Garza in 2012 after the murder of Trayvon Martin.
By Abby Lynes
abigail.lynes@umontana.edu

It’s time to show up and stand up to support people of color, co-founder of the Black
Lives Matter movement Patrisse Cullors
said during a speech Wednesday night.
Cullors was the keynote speaker for
DiverseU, an annual diversity conference
held in the University Center. The event
usually features forums, film screenings
and guest speakers.
Cullors opened her speech by asking the
audience to repeat three mantras: “Black
Lives Matter,” “Water is life” and “Not one
more.”
The talk was centered around the Black
Lives Matter movement, but Cullors, who
spent time at Standing Rock, highlighted
the importance of marginalized groups
standing together.

The Black Lives Matter movement was
founded by women, and it’s important to
recognize trans, queer, incarcerated and
disabled people who are also part of the
movement, she said.
She asked the audience to talk about
what they have done to save black lives
before delving into the history of the Black
Lives Matter hashtag and her part in it.
Following the fatal shooting of Trayvon
Martin by George Zimmerman in 2012,
Cullors thought Zimmerman would be
convicted with manslaughter at the very
least.
When he was acquitted, she said she
took to social media to find some resolve.
Her friend had sent her a note with the
phrase “Black Lives Matter,” so she added
a hashtag, and a social media movement

began.
She said the phrase “All Lives Matter”
is inherently anti-black to her, as it shifts
the focus away from the issue of brutality
toward the black community.
Graduate student Cris Jardon said they
came to the event because they loved the
Black Lives Matter movement but didn’t
feel like there have been a lot of opportunities in Montana to support it.
Cullors ended her speech fielding questions from the audience. In the Q&A session
she touched on everything from Solange’s
new album to how she stays resilient.
There were a few questions Cullors said
were racist and she would not answer. In
one of them, someone said they associate
looting and vandalism with the Black Lives
Matter movement and asked her to de-

nounce those things. She refused.
Cullors was critical of the mainstream
media, encouraging those in the audience
to voice their support for Black Lives Matter on social media.
“It allows us to tell our own stories,” she
said.
At one point during the session, a man
stood up and started yelling indiscernible
anti-Black Lives Matter statements. He was
met with boos and jeers from the crowd before being escorted out of the room.
Cullors ended the event by emphasizing
the importance of the Black Lives Matter
movement existing in a broader social context.
“Our work is to continue to want to
learn and to continue to want to grow,” she
said. •
montanakaimin.com
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How ACTIVISTS
can get their
GROOVE back
I

t’s April 26, 2016 and more than 30
students have crowded together on
the lawn outside of Gilkey Hall at
the University of Montana. They chant and
wield flashy, neon orange signs over their
heads while a cavalcade of speakers address
them. They are protesting the University’s
continued investment in fossil fuels.
Inside Gilkey Hall, 20 more students
have sequestered themselves onto the second floor, sporting equally loud signs in
protest. They hope their ongoing occupation will result in some change. Five o’clock
rolls around and the remaining protestors
begin chanting and singing louder, much
to the dismay of UM Police Chief Marty
Ludemann, who says they are disrupting
business. He stands in front of the group
and asks them to leave or face criminal
charges. Five students dispersed, leaving 15
who stayed to accept criminal trespassing
charges.
Yet the results of the protest were entirely inconsequential. We still have not divested. A few otherwise clean student criminal
records have been marred, but there has
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been no change as a result. The problem
remains the same. This is the sad truth of
the student activist climate at UM, but the
question remains: Why?
It wasn’t always this way at UM. Our
campus was once a bustling hub of student
activism, with protests that often spanned
days at a time and regular sit-ins. On the
December 10, 1963, the Kaimin reported
that vandals had spray-painted cars belonging to Maurine Clow, the associate dean of
students, and Joan Hodgson, the head counselor of the women’s residence halls. The
perpetrators had sprayed, “sex is fun” and
the word “virginity” onto the cars, and the
actions seemingly linked to a campus-wide
campaign to ease women’s social restrictions.
Throughout the 1960s, UM’s campus
was extremely politically active with regard to civil rights. There was substantial
student discourse in the Kaimin, between
those who supported a cause and those who
didn’t. On April 9, 1969 during a demon-

stration at Aero Realty, 16 students and
three faculty members were arrested for
disturbing the peace. They were protesting
an allegedly defamatory picture of Martin
Luther King Jr., which had been in the firm’s
window. The protest eventually proceeded
to campus where the students gave a list of
demands. At some point during the incident, a brick was thrown through a campus
window.
The archives also reveal that during the
Vietnam conflict, students were relentless.
One student, Wayne Montgomery, protested the issue by publically fasting for two
weeks. In May of 1972, protests and vigils
were held practically back-to-back for a
span of about two weeks, making headlines almost daily. By the ‘80s, the activism
sphere had moved onto the Cold War and
nuclear protests.
In the early 2000s, things began to slow
down. Protests still happened, but not to the
extent that they once had. Most significantly, in 2008, the Students for Economic and
Social Justice ran a campaign demanding
that the campus bookstore stop selling mer-

chandise made by Russell Athletic because
they were utilizing Honduran sweatshops
in their production.
“They did sit-ins in Main Hall,” said
Beth Hubble, the director of the women’s
and gender studies program at UM. “And
they actually succeeded. UM actually cut
their ties with Russell Athletic over it. Cops
were called about the sit-ins. I mean, it was
pretty serious.”
Russell Athletic later rekindled their relationship with UM, but only after putting
a stop to their use of sweatshops. But it was,
in large part, the students’ persistence and
dedication that resulted in the final change.
By the 2010s, efforts became focused on
the highly publicized sexual assaults on
campus. But UM student activism efforts
had already noticeably migrated from physical reality onto social media. Online petitions and Facebook posts became the new
cultural currency.
This year, we have seen a wide range of
different student activist movements: Reinvest Montana, UM United and Advocates
for Animals are just some of the most no-

table campaigns. While Reinvest Montana
briefly occupied the Gilkey Building to
promote divestment from fossil fuels, UM
United marched on the Oval to protest liberal arts cuts, and Advocates for Animals
had an informational stand in the middle of
campus as a response to three pigs set to be
slaughtered on a student-associated farm.
If we were to assess these efforts based
on true, palpable change however, then
most of these could be seen as comparative
failures. There is a clear distinction between
the student activism of the ‘60s, ‘70s and ‘80s
and that of today. While the former was focused, activism today seems scatterbrained
and disillusioned. Something has clearly
shifted, and it’s impacting the efficacy of
our activism on campus.
According to a recent survey conducted
by the Cooperative Institutional Research
Program, today’s college freshmen are more
likely to participate in a student-led protest than any generation preceding them.
Roughly 10 percent of freshman stated there
was a very good chance they would partake
in a protest during college.

So, students today are statistically more
radical than ever before. Yet a quick glance
around the UM campus yields a dismal
offering of sparse and poorly executed attempts at social and political activism, often
with no tangible result.
After UM United’s protest of approximately 200 demonstrators last December,
the group appears to have either dissolved
or become complacent. With no other rallies
or events garnering a comparable number to
that protest, and no activity at all since last
March, one has to wonder if the group was
ever really serious about their cause in the
first place.
Student activists’ commitment to direct
action is also markedly limited when compared to efforts of past students. The Reinvest Montana protest at the Gilkey building
last April was the most significant in recent
years, and still saw minimal impact.
“We had a set amount of people who had
committed to getting arrested and those
that didn’t want to get arrested went outside,” said Simon Dykstra, an active member of the Reinvest Montana movement.
It’s understandable. Getting arrested is
never ideal, especially for younger people

who have yet to enter the workforce, a task
that is much easier with a clean record. But
looking back on some of the most historic
and effective protests and rallies of the past,
it seems clear that they all involved a kind
of unwavering perseverance in the face of
danger, a willingness to sacrifice for a cause.
It’s not as simple as voicing ideas, but
causing enough of a problem that people
start to listen. The Rodney King riots, Occupy Wall Street and even now in Standing
Rock — all of these deeply influential incidents came with that price tag.
Perhaps the price tag is much bigger and
more of a deterrent today than it was 40
years ago. The climate of our country, our
lives and what it means to be a student is
so profoundly different that these comparisons may very well be ineffectual.
“There’s been a ratcheting up of the cost
of engaging in active protest,” Katie Kane,
a professor in the English department with
a focus on critical theory, said. “Since 9/11,
since the Homeland Security Act and the
PATRIOT Act, to protest is to truly face possible arrest and detention.”
The Homeland Security Act set the stage
for the still controversial PATRIOT Act,

which proceeded to widen the definition
of terrorism to include “domestic” and expanded governmental powers to investigate
it. The real problem lies in the definition
of domestic terrorism, one that is broad
enough to include the activities of many activist organizations and campaigns.
As frightening as that prospect is, the
plight of today’s average student activist
goes beyond the looming threat of arrest
and detainment.
“There’s a way in which the socioeconomic realities of student life means that
there’s less opportunities for students to
participate in the business of body politics,”
Kane said.
Students are saddled with an ever-increasing amount of responsibilities and obligations that are often so time consuming,
it isn’t physically possible to engage in unrelated activities. That includes social and
political activism.
“It’s just so different now,” Beth Hubble
said. “Today, all my students have student
loans and they’re working jobs.”
In 2012, 71 percent of students graduating from a four-year university had student
loans, with the average amount sitting at
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“ BLOCKS OF TEXT SHOT OFF
INTO A VIRTUAL WORLD NOW
EASILY SATISFY THEIR DESIRE
FOR CHANGE.
$32,600
a
piece. This kind
of colossal debt incurred
at the beginning of adult life can
be crippling. As student loans have risen,
so have the rates of mental health problems.
Young men and women are experiencing
heightened levels of depression and anxiety
directly linked to their possession of student loans.
“Debt disciplines,” Kane said. “Whether it’s debt being worked against in the
present, or it’s something that is being put
off for the future, it disciplines students.
They don’t see themselves as having that
voice or opportunity to engage in superfluous things like activism.”
Today’s students are all acutely aware of
the harsh realities they have to face in the
near future. For many of them, it is all-consuming. They have spent their lives experiencing major changes and departures from
the traditional American societal fabric,
and the future looks bleak and uncertain.
Jean Twenge, a social psychologist at
San Diego State University, postulates that
this spike in mental health issues among
youth is caused by the paradox of modern
life and advanced technology. Things are
easier and better than they have ever been
before, but we have also never been more
stressed, unhappy and alone.
There’s a way in which this advanced
technology has played another crucial role
in the mystery of modern student activism.
Increasingly, young adults prefer to voice
their social and political concerns or opinions on various social media platforms
—namely, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. It seems that the protest has officially
moved off the streets and onto the screens.
“With social media, what looks like
activism is shifting,” Hubble said. “When
I was that age, we would have been out
marching doing the whole ‘take back the
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“

night thing.’
But now, a lot of
that takes place on social
media.”
But in the absence of physical action,
“hashtag activism” has appeared on the
scene as a substitute. This kind of activism
predominately takes place on Twitter, but
other social media outlets are not excluded.
Black Lives Matter, the current movement
centered on the systemic racism in our police force, was originally a hashtag activist’s
baby. According to the Pew Research Center, the hashtag “#BlackLivesMatter” first
appeared on Twitter in July of 2013 and
grew in popularity following the deaths
of Michael Brown, Eric Garner and Tamir
Rice.
But the successes of groups like Black
Lives Matter, who have instigated real
change, do not necessarily apply to all online activism. Many movements created on
social media platforms rarely translate into
any actual concrete institutional change.
Typically, they simply fizzle out, washed
away by the next big internet sensation.
Most of us remember the Kony 2012
campaign, accompanied by a horrifying
30-minute video, that swept through our
teenage Facebook feeds with the speed
and precision of the black plague. The
campaign was aimed at putting a stop to
Joseph Kony’s rebel group, the Lord’s Resistance Army, and their recruitment of
child soldiers in Africa. But the LRA is still
alive and well, abducting African youth for
the same purpose, and Joseph Kony is still

purportedly out there somewhere, never having been
punished for his crimes.
“I do think the rise of all these different methods of communication means it’s
difficult for students to conceptualize and
put into practice other forms of collective
action,” Kane said. “They are so highly located right now and so highly imagined as
taking place on social media.”
Students today are content to simply
tweet or post on Facebook about something
that is bothering them. The act of stating
these things in a public sphere, to them,
suffices as genuine activism. The virtual
reactions they receive from others gives
the impression that they have spread their
message outward and influenced others.
When students do gather for social or
political purposes, they often shy away
from any extreme actions that may have
resulted from their campaigns. Take the
recent Advocates for Animals scandal.
Their goal was to liberate the pigs on the
P.E.A.S. Farm. As a part of their efforts,
they contacted PETA, who then put a digital alert up on their website. Just days later,
the word “murderer” was spray-painted
across the door of one of Garden City Har-

vest’s local offices.
Advocates for Animals claimed that
they had nothing to do with the act and are
in no way responsible. But by decrying the
actions of that perpetrator, the campaign
looked trivial by comparison. This is just
one example of something that happens
quite regularly on the student activism
front. Everything is fine until somebody
does something real and palpable.

The final picture of modern student
activism is a complicated one. Student life
is a drastically different experience today,
and the accessibility of physical activism
has waned. Students have become jaded.
Blocks of text shot off into a virtual world
now easily satisfy their desire for change.
But social media doesn’t have to be used
in this way. It is an amazingly powerful
tool. Many people cite “raising awareness”
as the reason their internet activism feels
valid and influential. So, the desire to do
something is clearly there. But in 2016, we
have to acknowledge that we are well beyond simply raising awareness. It’s time to
actually do something.
Social media can be used as a way to
communicate information about a movement to a much broader group of people and in a more efficient way. “#BlackLivesMatter” was an instrumental part of
making the protests it encompassed more
substantial. Twitter users could track what
was going on at the front lines and find out
where to go if they wanted in. These incidents were only picked up by news outlets
and the media because of the massive buzz
they had on social media. People were
talking about it, so it became news.
Politics and the internet can have a symbiotic relationship, and we can utilize this to
achieve the things we set out to accomplish.
But we, as activists, have to be willing to
show up. We have to be willing to sacrifice
to understand that change often comes with
a price and be prepared to incur that price,
if we really care as much as we say we do.
It’s not impossible. Standing Rock
wouldn’t be the colossal force that it is if not
for social media, which has recruited new
protestors and exposed some of the brutality in a permanent, undeniable way.
Our increased workloads and more significant criminal charges are true obstacles.
But that doesn’t mean we should shrug our
shoulders and do nothing. Changing the
societal fabric has never been an easy task.
There have always been risks. Yet those that
came before us still did it. If we can commit
to being active participants in the physical
sphere, then social media can serve as the
catalyst. We must use the technology and
resources available to us to facilitate tangible change. If we can manage that, progress
will be attainable. •
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Frontier West invites the public to
attend an open house on Tuesday,
November 15 from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
to learn more about the Madison
Street Bridge Rehabilitation.
The open house will be held at the
Doubletree Hotel located at 100
Madison Street in Missoula.
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With the reduction of lanes, travelers may
experience increased traffic and delays.
Impacted commuters and adjacent residents
and businesses are encouraged to attend
the open house to learn how crews and the
community can work together to minimize
these challenges.
For more information about the Madison Street Bridge Rehabilitation, please visit http://www.mdt.mt.gov/pubinvolve/madisonbridge
Questions or concerns may be addressed to Frontier West project manager, Mike Murphy at 406-728- 8499.
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ARTS+CULTURE

‘Art for Change’ unites
politics with artwork

By Kathleen Stone
kathleen.stone@umontana.edu

The UC Gallery is exhibiting a juried art
show, “Art for Change,” with a variety of student work throughout November. The art ranges from photography and ceramics, to painting
and needlepoint. While the UC Gallery usually
features exhibits from just one artist, this exhibit features the work of 17 different artists.
The exhibit is connected with DiverseU, so it
aims to show art that advocates change in some
form.
“Some people take that as political change,
social justice, body image, pieces that have to do
with race, religion. It’s just all over the place,”
said Paige Robinson, the UC Gallery manager.
Robinson explained that the theme is intentionally broad, so that artists can fit their artwork to
the theme more easily.
This is UM’s 6th annual juried show, in
which an artist looks at the art and chooses
which pieces best fit the theme. Robinson said
that juried shows are her favorite because anyone can submit art to them. They do not have to
be art students, and the show gives new artists
the opportunity to exhibit their art without the

competition of the larger art community.
“I love that idea of breaking up that barrier
that you don’t have to be an art student to make
art. You don’t have to be a ‘practicing artist,’”
said Robinson. She went on to explain that this
openness leads to more diverse art.
One of the pieces that stood out to Robinson
that depicts the Virgin Mary as a woman of color. She said this piece asked “What is art? Who
is an artist? What is a piece that is allowed to be
hung up in a gallery? Who is she and why does
she get to be hung up?”
Robinson’s own art is also part of the exhibit. It’s a triptych of photographs. One is a photo
of a man creating an ink drawing of the Alhambra in Spain. The second is a woman standing
in front of graffiti, and the third is a photo of
a gallery of rock and roll photos in a museum.
Brianna McLean is a UM graduate who is
now working as the public art coordinator for
Arts Missoula. She was the juror for the show.
She explained that being back on campus after
a break from art gave her an outside perspective that let her judge fairly.
To pick the winners, she looked at whether
the piece felt finished, whether it felt intentional

Will McKnight / @willmck_photo Three of a kind, the wining piece for this year’s annual juried show, Art for
Change, sits on display during the opening reception of the exhibit on Nov. 3. The sculptures were created by
student artist Jasmine Beul, The pieces are ceramic pots with fabric sewn into them.

and whether it fit the theme.
The winner, “Three of a kind” by Jasmine
Beul, is a series of three ceramic vases with
pieces of cloth sewn into gaps in the ceramics.
McLean said it really hit something in her.
“I got like a Dr. Seuss vibe. It’s one of those
things that I think is hard to really put into
words. I felt drawn to them,” McLean said.
The second place winner, “Milk” is a nee-

dlepoint series that is a statement on gender
roles.
The third place piece is an untitled painting
on silk by Anne Yoncha. McLean said it made
her think of environmental issues. It has swaths
of color that merge with blots of black, which
was reminiscent of oil and industry to McLean.
The exhibit will be in the UC Gallery until
Nov. 24. •

Harry in our hearts: The continued success of kid-lit’s magic icon
By Drew Novak
drew.novak@umontana.edu

J.K. Rowling’s “Harry Potter” novels and their
film adaptations are one of popular culture’s
greatest success stories. But to millennial fans like
University of Montana student Victoria Lassettre,
the franchise is more than just a financial juggernaut.
“I’ve literally grown up with it, you know. I
don’t know a world without it at all,” the 20-yearold psychology major said. “Being able to connect
with the characters and learn about the magic …
Hogwarts is home.”
The franchise is experiencing a renewed level
of interest this year unseen since the 2011 release
of the final film, “Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows - Part II.” A stage play and eighth official
installment titled “Harry Potter and the Cursed
Child” was unveiled in July. Though the script
received mixed reviews, more than 2 million copies were sold in two days. A new film, “Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them,” set in Jazz Age
New York City will premiere in the U.S. on Nov.
18.
The University is preparing for a wizarding
event of its own this month. The second “Harry
Potter Extravaganza” of the year will be held from
Nov. 28 through Dec. 2 and will include activities
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like Quidditch, tarot card readings and a Yule Ball,
student activities coordinator Evan Fossen said.
There are few children’s novels with such
cultural impact, and UM philosophy professor
Matthew Strohl believes the key to Harry’s success is partly because the books appeal to people
who typically don’t read fantasy. But he thinks a
more important factor may be Rowling’s ability
to stretch character development through multiple novels, creating a more organic experience for
readers to form emotional attachments than they
might get in other media.
“There are fictions that we relate
to almost like friends,” Strohl said.
“When you have something
like a series … you get to know
the characters more in the way
that you get to know real people. I think that having that kind
of richer relationship with the
characters can make the book
more like an old friend.”
Readers looking to “Harry Potter” for strong characterization are
presented with role models like the
intelligent and self-assured Hermione Granger, UM student Martha
Engberg said. Engberg became a

fan at 11 years old after reading “Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone.”
“I love Hermione. I think that she is a really
powerful character, especially for young girls,”
the 23-year-old environmental studies major said.
“She, I think, has her priorities in order, which I
really love. She doesn’t really care about looks or
boys, even though she’s at an age where that’s a
huge thing.”
Fans of the series say that Harry’s world may
also provide a safe place in which to explore issues with real world
parallels. Remus Lupin,
a werewolf shunned for
his condition, could be
seen as a metaphor for
physical or mental illness,
Lassettre said.
In Rowling’s tales, wizard society deals with
social and cultural
issues that can seem
very familiar. Drawing from this is part
of what makes
the series feel
so tangible.
“It defi-

Kelsey Johnson / @kelscjohnson

nitely makes this magical world in a lot of ways
more relatable to our own real world,” Engberg
said. “Seeing these systems of oppression and hierarchy, you know, it’s really important to realize
that ‘Harry Potter’ is all about fighting those systems, and it’s all about making the world more equitable for the most amount of people … When it
comes to trying to fight these oppressive systems,
you can’t always count on the institution of government.”
Engberg said the novels provided a sense of
support when she needed it most, and she has a
three-star tattoo to prove it.
“Those three stars are on every page of every
book,” she said. “‘Harry Potter’ means a lot to me.
I definitely wanted something that represented
that. I could turn to those books in times where
I was having a hard time. That’s really where my
love for them came from. I wanted something that
was a little more personal.”
Potter-mania is unlikely to end any time soon.
“Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them” has
been expanded to a five-film series. Three theme
parks dot the globe, attracting millions of wouldbe wizards and witches a year. What’s left for the
hero of the best-selling book series of all time?
“Just let him be,” Engberg said. “He’s fought
long and hard. He must be tired.” •
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Views from the 406:

Rorie is ready

Will Mcknight / @willmck_photo
Griz cornerback JR Nelson attempts to
sack Northern Arizona quarterback Case
Cookus at Washington-Grizzly Stadium
on Sept. 26, 2015.

Senior corner’s return tested early
By Nick Puckett
nicholas.puckett@umontana.edu

Montana’s defensive backs coach JB
Hall Jr. insisted that the return of senior
cornerback JR Nelson would sharpen the
Big Sky’s second-best pass defense.
“He definitely adds an element that
was missing those first six games,” Hall
said.
But Nelson’s first two weeks back have
been anything but glamorous.
Nelson returned from a six-game
suspension for marijuana use three
weeks ago during Montana’s 45-34 loss to
Northern. He failed a random drug test
administered after Montana’s playoff loss
to North Dakota State last December.
The redshirt-senior from Hacienda
Heights, California rejoined the team at the
heart of Big Sky play during a two-game
gauntlet that ended with a loss to Eastern
Washington, the Football Champtionship
Subdivision’s best passing team.
He matched up against Eastern’s
Cooper Kupp, the Big Sky’s leader in
receptions (9.6) and receiving yards (143.7)
per game. Kupp led the Eagles to a 35-16
win over Montana with eight catches for
140 yards and three touchdowns. Nelson
racked up eight solo tackles, twice as many
as the next closest Montana defender, and
deflected three passes.
Nelson’s impact may go unnoticed
when looking at opponent’s production,
but Hall said Nelson’s presence alone has
already had an impact to straighten up the
secondary.
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Nelson deflected an end zone pass
attempt to teammate Yamen Sanders for
a touchdown-saving interception in the
third quarter against Eastern. The pick set
up an 80-yard Montana touchdown drive.
“It allows us to game plan and put him
where we want to put him, to shut down
one side of the field and pressure guys to
make sure they’re on their Ps and Qs,”
Hall said.
Nelson likes to talk. It’s his greatest
strength as a leader, Hall and cornerback
Ryan McKinley agreed. Even while he
served his suspension, McKinley said
Nelson found ways to be heard as a leader.
“He’s been with us every day, with the
exception of game days,” McKinley said.
“He would talk to us at random times to
make sure we were focused ... tell us to
trust in our abilities and go out and ball.”
While on suspension, Nelson would
often jump to the other side of the line
and run routes as if he were the opposing
receiver.
“I was just doing whatever I could to
make an impact,” Nelson said. “If I had
to be a coach ... or if it’s being back on
the field, I’m trying to make an impact
however I can.”
When Nelson was reinserted into the
lineup, he was thrust into a leadership
role that before only existed in practice.
Hall said it has given more confidence to
a secondary battered by a pair of losses to
prolific offenses.
“He didn’t take any [off] days,” Hall
said. “His reaction was ‘I’m going to do
things the same way I’ve done it.’” •

For two consecutive seasons, the Montana men’s basketball team has fallen one
game short of qualifying for the NCAA
Tournament, losing the two games by a
combined seven points. The Griz have now
played in the conference championship
game in seven of the last eight seasons,
winning it only three times.
This year, the Grizzlies might just have
a secret weapon to get them past Big Sky
rivals Weber State and Eastern Washington
and back into the field of 68: sophomore
Oregon transfer Ahmaad Rorie.
Rorie arrived at Montana before the
2015 season kicked off, but spent a year
on the sideline because of NCAA transfer
rules. As a true freshman, Rorie started the
first 10 games of the season for the Ducks
alongside Joe Young, now an Indiana Pacer, and Dillon Brooks, who was named to
the AP All-America team last Wednesday.
He would start just five more games
the rest of the season, averaging over four
points and two assists in nearly 20 minutes
of action per game.
In the same year, Montana first-year
coach Travis DeCuire led the Grizzlies to a
regular season Big Sky title. DeCuire came
to Montana from the University of California, where he helped recruit Rorie as an
assistant coach.
This year, Griz fans get to see the combination of Rorie’s play inside DeCuire’s
system up close and personal, and if the
opening exhibition game against Whitworth last Wednesday is any indication,
the partnership is going to be very fruitful.
Montana already has Walter Wright in
the backcourt, a preseason All-Big Sky selection, and the addition of Rorie results in
arguably the best backcourt in the Big Sky.
The duo combined for 36 of UM’s 52 second-half points against Whitworth.
And Rorie’s already shown he doesn’t
shy away from the moment, even if it was
only during an exhibition against a D-III
opponent. The Griz couldn’t separate
themselves from the Pirates, unable to
build a double-digit lead in the whole first
half.
In the second half, Christian Jurlina hit
a three with just over 12 minutes left to cut
the Grizzlies lead to two points. Then Rorie
proved he is comfortable as the go-to guy
on the Grizzly team in just his first competitive appearance.

The transfer took over the game, hitting a three, then a pull-up jumper on the
next possession and then another triple. He
scored eight straight individually to give
the Griz their first double-digit lead of the
game and seal things for the home team.

“
already

Montana
has Walter
Wright in the backcourt, a preseason All-Big Sky selection, and
the addition of Rorie results in
arguably the best backcourt in
the Big Sky.

”
Rorie is just 6-foot-1, but his athleticism
makes up for his lack of height, which he
showed with a near-poster slam through
the lane late in the second half. His shot is
consistent and steady, but he still releases
the ball quickly enough to avoid blocks.
Guard play has dictated much of Montana’s success over the past eight seasons,
with former players like Will Cherry and
Jordan Gregory now finding success playing professionally overseas. This season is
no different.
Rorie has the talent to lead Montana to a Big Sky Conference title. He
said last year that he wants the Grizzlies to do so well in the non-conference that they don’t need to win the Big
Sky to make the NCAA Tournament.
That goal may be too lofty, but Rorie has
already proven he will do whatever it
takes to win. The real show begins Friday
with a trip to Southern California to take
on the Trojans.
The last time Rorie played the Trojans
he scored two points and dished out four
assists as a true freshman coming off the
bench. This year, he will look to dominate
the game as a blooming superstar.

Jackson Wagner is the Sports Editor
at the Montana Kaimin. Follow him
at @jacksonwagner and email him at
jackson.wagner@umontana.edu

SPORTS

Cross-country team looks to finish strong at NCAA Regionals
By Taylor Featherman
taylor.featherman@umontana.edu

The Big Sky Conference Championships in Moscow, Idaho are now in the
rearview mirror for Montana’s cross-country team, but the season isn’t over yet. The
Grizzlies are now preparing for their final
run at the NCAA Mountain Regional in
Logan, Utah.
The women’s team
took fifth place in
Idaho, which is the
programs best finish
since 2011. Sophomore
Jessica Bailey, senior

Will McKnight /
@willmck_photo
Griz runner Reagan
Colyer sprints at
the start of the
women's 6,000
meters cross-country race at
the Montana Invitational on
Friday, Sept. 30.

Reagan Colyer and sophomore Emily Pittis all placed in the top 20, with Bailey
leading in 12th place.
“We really emphasized using the power of the pack and we were all excited to
see what we could pull off as a team,” Bailey said.
“Reagan is great at getting off the
line and getting to the front of the pack
and Emily is really strategic, she always
knows when we need to make a move.
With us three together we seem to have a
pretty great race ethic, we keep each other
in check.”
The higher finish is a direct result of
the runners’ work ethic, according to head
coach Vicky Pounds.
“They have consistently been working
hard not only with their training, but with
doing all the little things that go along
with being a successful athlete,” Pounds
said. “It is also their ability to execute race
plans and work together as a team in practice and in races. They have great team
chemistry.”
The Montana men’s team couldn’t rep-

licate the success of the women, finishing
lower at the final race than it had in the
championship’s history. The team finished in 10th, and Jonathan Eastwood’s
24th place finish led the individuals.
“We did have a couple of good individual performances on the men’s side but
we are lacking depth right now,” Pounds
said. “We were only able to race five and it
is five that score. All five would have had
to run great races and unfortunately that
didn’t happen.”
Colyer said that the men and women
are in different stages of program building so their seasons took on different narratives.
“The men have spent the year building up a young team, really getting the
tough mileage in and looking long term
to what’s going to be a really great next
couple of years,” Colyer said. “The women
were on the tail end of a similar building
trend that’s been happening for the last
few seasons, so for us it’s really been our
breakout.”
The NCAA’s Mountain Regional will

include not only Big Sky teams, but also
teams from the Pac-12, Mountain West and
Big-12. The top three teams in the country
are all members of the Grizzlies’ region.
“With the men’s team we are going
for the experience and to be able to have
one more opportunity to end on a strong
note,” Pounds said. “There are six teams
in our region that are ranked in the top
25 in the nation. It will be highly competitive, but all I am looking for is for the guys
to walk away from this race feeling that
they gave it all they had.”
The women’s side doesn’t have quite as
many national powerhouses as the men,
but there are still four teams from the region ranked in the top 20.
“The women’s team will be trying
to finish higher than we did in 2011,”
Pounds said, referencing a 15th place finish. “I feel that the women are on such a
roll right now. Every time they race their
confidence grows. Who knows what they
are really capable of.”
The NCAA Mountain Regionals are
Friday in Logan, Utah. •
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MONDAY
$

by preLaw magazine
in 2016.

One COllege
TwO lOCaTiOns
Accepting first-yeAr ApplicAtions
for Moscow, And now Boise
Starting in fall 2017, students will have the choice of spending all
three years at either the Moscow or Boise location.* University
of Idaho has the location that will best fit student interests, from
Moscow’s opportunities for broad interdisciplinary study to
Boise’s commercial and government connections.
Learn more:
uidaho.edu/law-one-college
*First year in Boise pending ABA and
SBOE approvals
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Nation for
Best Value

